
CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY � 
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING CASE STUDY

Our client, PermaCold Engineering Inc, is a medium sized company in the commercial refrigeration 
industry. They have approximately 100 employees and have an annual revenue over $50MM.

CUSTOMER:

SITUATION:

CHALLENGE:

The owner’s challenge was to determine how best to proceed. Talent management was not one of the 
company’s core competencies. Hiring was always a painful process for both the owner and the 
engineering team. It was difficult to find qualified candidates, took a great deal of time to interview 
prospective candidates, and was always hard to know which candidates were the right fit from a skill and 
culture perspective.  

SOLUTION:

After three failed engineering hires during the past five years, the 
owner selected Talent Driven Consulting to conduct the search for 
a new Director of Engineering, using the TDC Target Hire System. 
The Target Hire System combines a structured search process 
with McQuaig Assessment tools to identify, grade, profile, present, 
and interview prospective candidates. This approach is meant to 
ease the pain of hiring for the customer, while finding and hiring 
the right candidate for the open position. 

The owner knew another change was 
necessary and needed to hire a Director of 
Engineering that would get the engineering 
department and company back on track. He 
sought someone with industry experience, 
management experience, a willingness to live 
in the Portland, Oregon area, and someone 
who was capable of “righting the ship”. 

? ?

?

Though the client had solid plans in place to steadily grow the business, the firm was being held back by 
issues in the engineering department. The engineering department, the hub of everything the firm did, 
was siloed and not meeting the needs of internal and external clients. In addition, there were some 
challenging people on the team who marched to their own drum. During the prior five years, the client had 
three failed engineering manager hires, which seriously impacted the morale and productivity of the 
engineering team. By their own admission, the client's hiring practices “were to hire people they knew and 
liked”, and that clearly was not working.



STORY:

TDC, led by Bruce Hohensee, began the search process by working with the management team to define 
the role, and identify what each of the departments needed from the engineering department. Each of the 
department heads took a McQuaig Assessment to identify the personality and working methods that the 
person in this role needed for success. There was good alignment with what the team wanted to see, and 
TDC identified that the team management and business management skills of this person were more 
important than their ability to “engineer”. After sourcing candidates and conducting initial screenings, 
prospective candidates were given the McQuaig Assessment as well and their profiles were compared to 
the composite profile from the management team. 

The candidates who were a good potential match were then 
given a thorough Top Grading Interview, focusing on their 
roles and accomplishments over the last 10 years. Through 
this process the initial field of 63 prospects were refined to 5 
who were invited to create a profile on the TDC | Targeted 
Hire platform. 

The profile included a Resume, their McQuaig Assessment 
Results, Key Facts, a Profile Picture, a Short Introductory 
Video, and Responses to Several Preset Questions.  

The candidates were also provided with a position briefing, 
describing the role, the company, and expected interview 
process. From these five candidates, three were selected for 

interviews. Note, the hiring team of the company was able to view the complete profile of candidates, prior 
to even speaking with them, and they didn’t need to spend any time considering the candidates who 
didn’t meet the criteria.

Bruce Hohensee, the Lead Recruiter, then set-up video interviews with the selected candidates and the 
company’s hiring team. Using behavioral based interview techniques, Bruce conducted live interviews 
with the candidates, focusing on predetermined attributes. This allowed the hiring team to observe, ask 
questions, and not feel the pressure of managing the interviews. While all candidates were deemed to be 
capable of doing the job, one stood above the others. 

This candidate was invited to conduct an onsite interview where he Interviewed with the Technical Team, 
interviewed with the Executive Leadership Team, had time to meet with individual Executive Leadership 
Team members, interviewed with the Owner, and had lunch with members of the Engineering Team.

The Executive team unanimously 
l i ked the  candidate  and were 
confident that he could lead the team 
and enable the company to grow. 
TDC performed reference checks 
which confirmed that the character of 
the candidate was consistent with 
what had been observed throughout 
the interview process and that his 
previous experiences would have 
prepared him for the tasks ahead.



The client was thrilled with how well the hired 
candidate met their needs and fit with their 
organization. By doing the work upfront of 
defining that and how the  successful 
candidate would need to behave and what 
each part of the organization truly needed 
from the Engineering Department, the 
prioritles were clear and the whole team 
unified the decision.

RESULTS:

Unlike some recruiting firms, TDC provides a whole solution that enables customers to accomplish their 
business objectives by hiring and retaining the right people. The TDC Target Hire solution is effective, 
reliable, and provides a remarkable customer experience. 

CUSTOMER VALUE PROPOSITION:

Talent Driven Consulting is an innovative boutique recruiting firm based in the Corvallis, Oregon area. The 
firm works with clients located in North America and is led by, a seasoned and well-respected talent 
management executive. 

ABOUT TALENT DRIVEN CONSULTING

For more information on how we may serve your organization, 
please contact Bruce directly at 

541-609-1499 / BruceH@TalentDrivenConsulting.com, 
or visit  .https://www.TalentDrivenConsulting.com.
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